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A a procedure is proposed by which, in the course of an iterative solution of the second-order contracted
Schro¨dinger equation, The N representability of the second-order reduced density matrix can be tested with
increasing stringency. This procedure was suggested by an extended study of the G conditions and from the
contraction into the two-electron space of an N-fermion relation, expressing in matrix form the antisymmetry
and normalization properties of the N-electron wave function. Several relations are reported.
PACS number~s!: 31.10.1zI. INTRODUCTION
To determine a reduced density matrix ~RDM! @1–4# di-
rectly without a previous knowledge of the corresponding
Wave Function became one of the objectives in molecular
physics and quantum chemistry during the 1960s. The diffi-
culty, as Coleman pointed out in his basic paper @5# in 1963,
was that since these matrices originate from an N-electron
wave function they must have well-defined properties. The
search for the constraints to be imposed when varying the
expression of the energy as a trace of the product of the
second order reduced Hamiltonian and a 2-RDM defined, in
practice, the N-representability problem. Thus, if this matrix
was an N-representable 2-RDM one should obtain an upper
bound for the ground-state energy. The solution of the prob-
lem thus defined became the aim of many studies @6–27#
which were mainly centered on investigating the topology
and the group-theoretical properties of RDM’s. Both Cole-
man @28# and Lo¨wdin @29# published comprehensive reviews
of the rich bibliography generated in this field up to 1985.
The possibility of solving iteratively the second order
contracted Schro¨dinger equation ~CSE! @30–39#, which has
been investigated in the last years, suggests a less restrictive
and more general way of looking at this problem since the
variational conditions are already taken into account by the
CSE itself @40–42#.
After a section devoted to formal definitions, this new
situation is analyzed, and the problem redefined in Sec. III.
The problem then becomes a search for a reliable test which
a matrix—represented in a two-electron space, and obtained
through the iterative solution of the 2-CSE ~it-CSE!—must
satify so that it may be considered N-representable, or
closely so.
The rest of the paper is dedicated to this investigation. Its
structure is based on a formal partitioning of the 2-RDM’s
necessary properties into two classes.
~i! Those properties directly following from the structure
of the density operator. To this category correspond the so
called G conditions which are studied in Sec. IV. In this
section some well-known G conditions are rewritten in terms
of the virtual excitations of the system. It is shown that the
second order G matrix ~and, by extension, the higher-order
ones! determines the electron correlation contribution to the
2-RDM ~and higher-order RDM’s!. The study of the1050-2947/2000/61~3!/032507~14!/$15.00 61 0325second-, third-, and fourth-order G matrices, of their proper-
ties and of their interrelation with the RDM’s, leads to a set
of new relations which establish bounds to each one of the
elements of an N-representable 2-RDM. Finally, the fact that
the second-order G matrix must be positive implies condi-
tions on the average of the 2-RDM elements, diagonal and
off-diagonal.
~ii! The matrix considered must be derived through an
integration process from an antisymmetric N-electron func-
tion. The conditions that this implies are found by consider-
ing the following.
~a! The properties of a well-behaved antisymmetric
N-electron wave function can be represented in the
N-electron space in terms of particles and holes RDM’s by
an N-fermion relation (N-FR!. This is shown in Sec. V.
~b! The global integration or matrix contraction of the
N-FR—carried out in Sec. VI—into the p space generates a
family of fermion relations (p-FR! which by construction
possess a primitive ~or pre image!: the N-FR
In Sec. VII, we argue that the set of conditions established
in the study of these two interrelated classes of properties
constitute a reliable procedure for testing the
N-representability of a 2-RDM obtained through the it-CSE.
This testing procedure includes a set of conditions linking
the 2-RDM with the 3- and 4-RDM’s.
In order to perform the matrix contraction of the N-FR we
developed a series of mathematical tools which may also
prove useful in a more general context for operating with
RDM’s. These technical developments are needed so as to
render a self-contained paper; but they are gathered in the
Appendixes to make reading the paper easier.
II. NOTATION
All through this work we will assume that the number of
orthonormal spin orbitals of our basis set, 2K , has a large but
finite value. Thus we limit ourselves here to problems that
can be modeled in such a finite space. In addition, in order to
simplify the developments, we also assume that all our ma-
trices are real.
We will also consider here that the system under study
has a fixed number of electrons N. The space of all the states
of our system can therefore be spanned by a basis of©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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spin-orbital basis.
In all the developments L represents any given antisym-
metrized, normalized N-electron state. It can be any state,
pure or ensemble, provided that it can be expressed as a
normalized linear combination of the Slater determinants de-
fined above. In addition, in some sections L will be required
to satisfy the Schro¨dinger equation and, hence, to be an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.
In the occupation number representation, which is the
representation which will be used here, the q-order reduced
density matrix corresponding to a state L is
qDi1i2 . . . iq ; j1 j2 . . . jq
L 5
1
q! ^Lubi1
† bi2
†
. . . biq
† bjq . . . bj2bj1uL&
~1!
where the br
†/br operators create and annihilate an electron in
the spin orbital r.
Similarly, the q-order holes reduced density matrix ~9-
HRDM! is
qD¯ i1i2 . . . iq ; j1 j2 . . . jq
L 5
1
q! ^Lubjq . . . bj2bj1bi1
† bi2
†
. . . biq
† uL&.
~2!
Note that the holes are not relative to any independent par-
ticle state ~as in other many-body approaches!, but they are
relative to the state L.
When the bra and ket in Eq. ~1! @or Eq. ~2!# do not refer to
the same state we have a transition RDM. In such a case,
both the bra and ket identifications appear in the text as super
indices. Superscripts referring to states will be suppressed if
no ambiguity arises.
When sequences of several creator and annihilator opera-
tors appear in a formula, as in Eqs. ~1! or ~2!, it is very
convenient to handle them in a global way. Hence, we define
the global operators as
qBL
† [bi1
† bi2
†
. . . biq
†
,
qBV[bjq . . . bj2bj1, ~3!
where i1,i2,,iq and j1, j2,, jq . That is,
qBL
† u0&5uL&[ui1i2 . . . iq& .
The algebra of these operators is reported in Appendix B.
With this notation, the q-RDM and the q-HRDM are
qDL;V
L 5^Lu qBL† qBVuL&, ~4!
qD¯ L;V
L 5^Lu qBVqBL† uL&, ~5!
respectively.
Note that the ordering of the indices eliminates the de-
nominator q! and that, when more than two subscripts are
needed to denote a matrix element, a semicolon separates the
row labels from the column labels. Another general feature
of the RDM and HRDM notation is that the creator sub-
scripts define the rows @see the left-hand side of Eqs. ~1! and
~2!#.03250III. N-REPRESENTABILITY PROBLEM WITHIN THE
FRAMEWORK OF THE CONTRACTED SCHRO¨ DINGER
EQUATIONS: TWO ENERGY EXPRESSIONS
A p-CSE @40,41# is the integration of the Schro¨dinger
equation over N2p electron variables or, equivalently, the
result of contracting the matrix representation of the Schro¨-
dinger equation from the N electron space into the p-electron
one @42#. The p-CSE must be simultaneously satisfied by the
energy E and the p-, (p11)-, and (p12)-RDM’s corre-
sponding to a given eigenstate L of the N-electron system.
In this notation, a diagonal element of the second order
CSE takes the form
EL2Dpq;pq
L 5~ 0H 2DL!pq;pq13(
i ,l ,k
~ 0Hiq;kl3Dpqi;plk
L
1 0Hip;kl3Dpqi;lqk
L !16 (
i , j ,k ,l
0Hi j ;kl4Dpqi j ;pqkl
L
,
~6!
where 0H is @43#
0Hi j ;kl5$iku j l%1
~d ike j l1d j le ik!
N21 , ~7!
and where the symbol e represents the one-electron integrals
and $iku j l% is a two-electron integral in Mulliken’s notation.
Equation ~6! is a member of a family of relations linking
elements of RDM’s of various orders. The CSE relates them
through the Hamiltonian. Other such families of relations
will be dealt with later on.
Equation ~6! seems to indicate that the energy EL is a
function of the 2-, 3-, and 4-RDM’s. On the other hand, it is
well known that
EL5tr~ 0H 2DL!. ~8!
This result can also be recovered from Eq. ~6! by sum-
ming over the p and q indices. Thus
ELS N2 D5tr~ 0H 2DL!S 112~N22 !1 ~N23 !~N22 !2 D
[tr~ 0H 2DL!S N2 D . ~9!
When the 2-RDM corresponding to an eigenstate is un-
known, the structure of both Eqs. ~6! and ~9! tell us that the
3- and 4-RDM’s must be explicitly taken into account.
Therefore, although the information contained in a 2-RDM
determines the expectation value of the energy of the corre-
sponding state ~any state!, the information carried not only
by the 2-RDM but also by the 3- and 4-RDM’s is needed in
order to determine the energy and the 2-RDM corresponding
to an eigenstate. In other words, Eq. ~6! expresses the varia-
tional conditions that the energy and the 2-, 3-, and 4-RDM’s
must fulfill.7-2
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proposed ~it-CSE! @30,31#. The main features of our ap-
proach are the following.
~i! The 3-RDM and 4-RDM are approximated in terms of
two initial trial RDM’s of first and second orders, respec-
tively.
~ii! The trials for the 2-, 3-, and 4-RDM’s thus obtained
are replaced on the right-hand side of Eq. ~6! which becomes
a matrix represented in the two-electron space, M0, such
that
E 2D5M0 . ~10!
~iii! Then
tr~M0!5ES N2 D ;
hence
E05
tr~M0!
~2
N!
,
2D05
tr~M0!
E0
.
~iv! After contracting 2D0 to obtain the
corresponding 1D0, the second iteration starts by calculating
new trials for the 3- and 4-RDM.
~v! The procedure is repeated until convergence is ob-
tained.
Evidently, the crucial question is how accurately the 3-
and 4-RDM’s may be constructed from the knowledge of the
1- and 2-RDM’s. Several approaches have been described
for solving this problem. Thus, Valdemoro and co-workers
based their development on the particle-hole equivalence, the
N-representability conditions, and the spin-symmetry condi-
tions @31,33#; Nakatsuji and co-workers @32,34,44# added a
term to the zero-order algorithm of Valdemoro and co-
workers by applying a perturbative expansion for high-order
RDM’s similar to the Green function one. Mazziotti pro-
posed to approximate the high-order RDM’s by applying cu-
mulant theory @35,36# and obtained the same formal expres-
sion as Nakatsuji and co-workers for the 4-RDM. It is in the
calculation of the third-order term of these expansions, as
well as in the estimation of the remaining error, where the
differences among the three approaches are more significant.
Both Valdemoro and co-workers and Mazziotti emphasized
the need of consistency through contraction of the 4-, 3- and
2-RDM’s entering the 2-CSE. An important feature of the
proposal of Mazziotti is that he showed the great advantage
of working in a basis of natural orbitals @45#. Although fur-
ther studies will no doubt improve the accuracy of the
method, the results so far achieved with the three approaches
are highly satisfactory @31–35#.
A very interesting feature is that while the zero-order al-
gorithm for approximating the 3-RDM, common to these
three different approaches, provides very accurate values for
most elements there are some other where the higher cumu-
lant or perturbative terms must be included.
The cause of this nonhomogeneity was recently analyzed
by our group @38#. The results point out that only those ma-
trix elements whose orbitals belong to a small subset of or-03250bitals give significant errors when evaluated with the zero-
order approximation. The orbitals belonging to this subset
can be characterized as generalized frontier orbitals by anal-
ogy with the meaning of this term when considering a
Hartree-Fock molecular ground state. In these single con-
figuration states, the highest ~in energy! occupied molecular
orbital and lowest ~in energy! empty molecular orbital are
called frontier orbitals. This concept may be extended and
applied to states with a dominant configuration. Then, only
those—comparatively few—RDM elements, involving the
highest occupied and the lowest empty spin orbitals for every
symmetry species, require a specialised treatment.
Among the questions which the it-CSE procedure raises,
the most important are the following
~i! How to test the N-representability of the 2-RDM re-
sulting from the iterative process.
~ii! To determine whether any additional conditions must
be introduced when approximating the 3- and 4-RDM’s in
order to make sure that the average contributions of these
higher-order matrices to the 2-RDM is N representable. As
will be seen in Sec. IV it is at this level that the definition of
the generalized frontier orbitals may be very useful.
These are the main questions studied in the present paper.
Our leading idea is that the N-representability problem con-
cerning a 2-RDM may be analyzed by decomposing it into
two different mathematical problems:
~1! The matrix must represent a two-density operator. ~2!
The matrix considered must be derived through an integra-
tion process from an antisymmetric N-electron function. That
is, there are properties following directly from the properties
of the operators in expression ~1!, and there are properties
determined by the bra and ket of Eq. ~1!. We are evidently
aware that this formal decomposition is artificial, since the
two problems are closely interrelated; however, it permits us
to assume that, when the two sets of necessary conditions
resulting from this analysis are simultaneously satisfied by a
given two-order matrix, it is safe to assume that this matrix is
N representable, or closely so.
IV. DENSITY CONDITIONS
The hermiticity and positivity @3# of the RDM’s are prop-
erties following directly from their definition, @Eq. ~1!#, and
from the properties of the one-electron operators. The values
of the traces, the so called G conditions @10# and the anti-
symmetry are properties which also reflect the density char-
acteristics of the operators but are not so immediate. In this
section we will consider the RDM traces and the G condi-
tions in some detail. As will be seen, a study of the G con-
ditions leads to the expression of the bounds on the correla-
tion effects of the RDM elements; it also leads to relations
involving the square of the 2-RDM, which state what may be
considered the image, in the reduced space, of the idempo-
tency property of the density matrix (N-RDM!. The antisym-
metry of the RDM’s is treated in Sec. IV A.
A. Traces
A well-known basic relation of the one-electron density
operator is7-3
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i
bi
†bi5Nˆ 51ˆ N; ~11!
hence
1ˆ 5(
i
bi
†bi
N . ~12!
This defines the first-order unit operator which is the sim-
plest of a family of unit operators operating upon N-electron
states. Thus, in general
p1ˆ 5(
L
pBL
† pBL
S Np D
. ~13!
In a similar way, one can define a family of unit operators
of the hole-density type,
p1ˆ 5(
L
pBLpBL
†
S 2K2Np D
, ~14!
where we recall that we are assuming that K is a finite num-
ber.
Relations ~4! and ~13! imply that
tr pD5S Np D . ~15!
Similarly, one has
tr pD¯ 5S 2K2Np D . ~16!
In fact, the operations with the HRDM are similar to those
involving RDM’s the only difference being that the factor
2K2N replaces N. Obviously for K5→‘ all the HRDM
traces blow up.
B. G conditions
Coleman and Erdahl draw our attention to the importance
of explicitly imposing the positivity of the G matrices when
testing the N representability of the RDM’s. Here we will
study some questions that the two basic papers on G condi-
tions by Garrod and Percus @10# and Weinhold and Wilson
@17# suggested to us considering our latest results on the
correlation effects @37,38#.
1. Second-order G condition
The simplest second-order G condition is
2gi , j ;i , j
L [^Lubi†bjbj†biuL&5 1Di;i22! 2Di j ;i j>0. ~17!
Following Garrod and Percus @10#, the definition of an
element of a more general positive G matrix is
2G j ,l;k ,i
L 5^Lubj†blbi†bkuL&2^Lubj†bluL&^Lubi†bkuL&.
~18!03250Considering the set of L 8 states such that
uL&^Lu1 (
L 8ÞL
uL 8&^L 8u5Iˆ, ~19!
the previous equation may be rewritten as
2G j ,l;k ,i
L [ (
L 8ÞL
^Lubj†bluL 8&^L 8ubi†bkuL&
[ (
L 8ÞL
1Dj ;l
LL 8 1Di;k
L 8L
. ~20!
Note, that, as mentioned at the begining of Sec. II, the
semicolon appearing in the subscripts separates the row and
column labels, and when denoting elements of the g and G
matrices we have introduced a comma to separate the indices
referring to creators from those referring to annihilators.
The elements of this Hermitian G matrix are those of a
matrix describing pure two-body effects through the products
of transition RDM’s elements corresponding to all the virtual
excitations. There is an interesting and not too obvious fea-
ture attached to this matrix. Let us now recall the expression
for the 2-RDM @37#:
2! 2Dj i;lk5 1Dj ;l1Di;k2d i ,l1Dj ;k1 (
L 8ÞL
1Dj ;l
LL 8 1Di;k
L 8L
5 1Dj ;l1Di;k2 1Di;l1Dj ;k2 1D¯ i;l1Dj ;k1 (
L 8ÞL
1Dj ;l
LL 8 1Di;k
L 8L
.
~21!
The last two terms describe the correlation effects in a
2-RDM element, particularly the last term, the one describ-
ing the pure two-body effects defining what we will refer to
here as the ‘‘correlation matrix.’’ Hence, Eq. ~21! may be
expressed as a function of the 2-G matrix:
2! 2Dj i;lk5 1Dj ;l1Di;k2d i ,l1Dj ;k1 2G j ,l;k ,i . ~22!
It should be stressed that, while G.0, no such property
applies in principle to the correlation matrix. It must be un-
derlined that G and the correlation matrix are built up by the
same elements, but the ordering of the elements is different.
Obviously, if one is testing the N representability of a
given second-order matrix, the corresponding G matrix can
immediately be deduced from Eq. ~22! and subsequently di-
agonalized in order to check its positivity. Since the en-
semble N-representability conditions for the 1-RDM are
known, this would be a global test for the correlation terms
of the 2-RDM element. We refer to this test as global be-
cause it simultaneously concerns to all the 2-RDM elements.
As will be seen below, there are a number of relations in-
volving higher-order matrices which condition the values of
each 2-RDM element.7-4
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In order to analyze more closely the conditions that the
2-RDM diagonal elements should satisfy, let us consider the
conditions derived from the positivity of the G-diagonal el-
ements. Since
2Gi , j ;i , j
L 5^Lubi†bjbj†biuL&2^Lubi†bjuL&^Lubj†biuL&
[ 2gi , j ;i , j
L 2~ 1Di; j!2>0, ~23!
one has
1Di;i22! 2Di j ;i j2~ 1Di; j!2>0. ~24!
This second condition is more exacting than the simple g
condition given by Eq. ~17!, because ( 1Di; j)2 is either posi-
tive or null.
Now, considering Eq. ~24! and recalling the expressions
for the 2-RDM @Eq. ~21!# and 2-HRDM as functions of the
two-body correlation matrices @37#
2! 2Di j ;i j5 1Di;i1Dj ; j1 (
L 8ÞL
1Di;i
LL 8 1Dj ; j
L 8L>0, ~25!
2! 2D¯ i j ;i j5 1D¯ i;i1D¯ j ; j1 (
L 8ÞL
1Di;i
LL 8 1Dj ; j
L 8L>0, ~26!
and expressing the factor 1 multiplying 1Di;i in Eq. ~24! as
1Dj ; j1 1D¯ j ; j , we may now rewrite relation ~24! and express
it as an upper bound for the virtual excitations contribution
to the diagonal elements of the 2-RDM—the correlation ma-
trix
1Di;i
L 1D¯ j ; j
L 2 1Di; j
L 1Dj ;i
L > (
L 8ÞL
1Di;i
LL 8 1Dj ; j
L 8L
. ~27!
Moreover, two lower bounds for this same term follow from
Eqs. ~25! and ~26!:
2 1Di;i
L 1Dj ; j
L < (
L 8ÞL
1Di;i
LL 8 1Dj ; j
L 8L
, ~28!
2 1D¯ i;i
L 1D¯ j ; j
L < (
L 8ÞL
1Di;i
LL 8 1Dj ; j
L 8L
. ~29!
In general, when the absolute value of the left-hand side
of Eq. ~28! is large, the absolute value of Eq. ~29! is small
and vice versa. Therefore, Eqs. ~27!, ~28!, and ~29! generally
impose very precise bounds on the term accounting for the
correlation effects in the 2-RDM diagonal elements. Note,
however, that the bounds may be less limiting for the ele-
ments whose indices correspond to frontier orbitals because,
in this case, the negative quantities appearing in the left-hand
side of Eqs. ~28! and ~29! will not have negligible absolute
values.032503. 2-RDM off-diagonal elements with three different indices
By extending the previous arguments, let us therefore
consider the third-order G matrix which should also be posi-
tive, and whose generic element is defined as
3Gi , j ,k;q ,p ,l5 (
L 8,L 9ÞL
^Lubi†bjuL 8&^L 8ubk†bluL 9&
3^L 9ubp†bquL&. ~30!
It has been interpreted @37# that these elements are pure
three-body correlation terms, Also appearing with a different
ordering of the indices, as part of the 3-RDM. Let us con-
sider the diagonal case and replace uL 8&^L 8u by 1ˆ2uL&^Lu
and similarly for uL 9&^L 9u. Then, using the same kind of
algebraic manipulations as above, the following inequality is
obtained:
~1Di; j!2 1Dk;k12! 2Dik;ik22 2! 2Dik; jk1Di; j>3! 3Dik j ;ik j>0.
~31!
If the 3-RDM is not known, then one may take
~ 1Di; j!2 1Dk;k12! 2Dik;ik>2 2! 2Dik; jk1Di; j ~32!
as the highest upper bound for this class of 2-RDM off-
diagonal elements.
This is an important condition but it clearly does not guar-
antee that condition ~31! is fulfilled. It must therefore be
emphasized that the dependence on the 3-RDM diagonal el-
ement ~and vice versa! cannot strictly be removed.
On the other hand, it must be stressed that Eq. ~31! should
be imposed as a limiting condition when constructing the
3-RDM from the 1- and 2-RDM’s during the it-CSE. At this
stage, let us point out that different ways of permuting the
indices generate other different but equivalent inequalities.
Also, combinations of equivalent inequalities may give rise
to other relations. However, the inequalities just reported de-
scribe, in our view, the main limiting conditions for this type
of 2-RDM off-diagonal elements.
Although we are primarily interested here on the 2-RDM
N-representability conditions, we wish to report another re-
sult which sets up another important condition to the 3-G
off-diagonal elements and is directly involved in the 3-RDM
construction during the it-CSE. Thus, through the use of
similar algebra operations as above, it may be shown that
2Gi ,p;q ,r5 (
L 8ÞL
^Lubi†bpuL 8&^L 8ubr†bquL&
5 (
L 8ÞL
^Lubpbi†uL 8&^L 8ubqbr†uL&5 2G¯ i ,p;q ,r
~33!
and
3Gi , j ,p;r ,s ,q1 3G¯ i , j ,p;r ,s ,q5dp ,q2Gi , j ;r ,s . ~34!
The bar denotes that the transition density matrices involved
are HRDM’s. The previous relation, jointly with the expres-7-5
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which are positive, allow us to deduce the relation
1D¯ i;i1D¯ j ; j1D¯ k;k1 1D¯ i;i2G j , j ;k ,k1 1D¯ j ; j2Gi ,i;k ,k1 2Gi ,i; j , j
> 3Gi ,i ,k; j , j ,k . ~35!
4. 2-RDM off-diagonal elements with four different indices
In order to find bounds for the 2-RDM off-diagonal ele-
ments with four different indices one must consider the 4-G
and 4-RDM diagonal elements. The pure four-body correla-
tion term coincides with one of the three 4-G positive matri-
ces that can be defined by extending the argument used in the
lower order cases. A general element of this matrix is
4Gi , j ,k ,l;p ,q ,r ,s5 (
L 8,L 9,L -ÞL
^Lubi†bjuL 8&^L 8ubk†bluL 9&
3^L 9ubs†bruL-&^L-ubq†bpuL&.
Developing the positive diagonal element of this matrix in
a similar way as for the 3-G and remembering that
2Gi , j ;l ,k52! 2Dik; j l2 1Di; j1Dk;l ~ jÞk ! ~36!
one has:
2~22!2Dik; jk13!3Dikl; jkl!1Di; j
1~1Di; j!2 1Dk;k12!2Dik;ik
14!4Dikl j ;ikl j2~2Gi , j ;l ,k!2
J
>3! 3Dik j ;ik j13!3Dikl;ikl12!~1Di; j!2 2Dkl;kl>0. ~37!
The element 2Gi , j ;l ,k is the two-body part of 2Dik; j l and, as
can be seen, it is not only interdependent with the diagonal
4-RDM but also depends on the 3Dikl; jkl element. Thus, as in
the previous case, the interdependence among this class of
off-diagonal elements and the higher-order RDM elements
cannot be removed. As above, this inequality may be added
to those derived from the positivity of the 4-RDM and
4-HRDM diagonal elements but, since the reasoning follows
the same pattern, it is not included here. However, it must be
remembered that these constraints should be satisfied when
constructing 4-RDM diagonal elements which simulta-
neously involve several frontier orbitals. These results will
be further discussed in Sec. VII.
5. Second-order pseudoidempotency relation
Let us consider the diagonal element of another positive
4G matrix:
0< (
L 8ÞL
^Lubi†bj†blbmuL 8&^L 8ubm† bl†bjbiuL&
5^Lubi†bj†blbmbm† bl†bjbiuL&2^Lubi†bj†blbmuL&
3^Lubm† bl†bjbiuL& ~38!
and add it up over the m and l indices:03250S 2K2N122 D 2! 2Di j ;i j2~2! 2D! i j ;i j2 >0 . ~39!
The idempotency of the density matrix (N-RDM! is thus
replaced by relation ~39!, which links the diagonal elements
of the 2-RDM and of its square matrix.
V. MATRIX EXPRESSION OF THE WAVE-FUNCTION
ANTISYMMETRY AND THE FERMION RELATIONS
A. Matrix expression of the N-electron wave function
antisymmetry
A general function L describing a normalized N-electron
state
uL&5 NBL† u0& ~40!
may be developed in the N-electron determinant basis.
Therefore,
NBL
† 5(
L
^LuL& NBL† , ~41!
where NBL
† is a linear combination of the basic global opera-
tors NBL
† defined previously. The algebra of these operators
is studied in Appendix B.
The properties of NBL
† and NBL , reflecting the antisym-
metry and normalization of uL& are expressed by their com-
mutator ~anticommutator! for N even ~odd!. A generic ele-
ment of the matrix representation of this commutator/
anticommutator is
^Pu@NBL , NBL
† #7uG&5(
L ,V
^LuL&^LuV&
3^Pu@NBV , NBL
† #7uG&
[(
L ,V
N
DL ,V
L ^Pu@NBV , NBL
† #7uG&.
~42!
Remembering that the bra and ket states, as well as the op-
erators refer to N electrons, one may write
^Pu NBVNBL
† uG&[^Vu NBPNBG
† uL& ~43!
and
^Pu NBL
† NBVuG&[dL ,PdV ,G[^Vu NBG
† NBPuL& ~44!
and then one has
^Pu@NBL , NBL
† #7uG&
[(
L ,V
N
DL ,V
L ^Vu@NBP , NBG
† #7uL&
[^Lu@NBP , NBG† #7uL& ~45!7-6
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of Eq. ~45!, which is the mathematical matrix expression of
the antisymmetry and normalization of the N-electron wave
function, will be carried out.
B. Fermion relations
The expectation value of the basic fermion anticommuta-
tion relation gives
^Lubjbi†uL&1^Lubi†bjuL&5d i j[ 1D¯ i j1 1Di j . ~46!
This is the first of a series of equations relating the
RDM’s and HRDM’s which will hereafter be denoted ge-
nerically as fermion relations ~FR!. Therefore, for i5 j , since
both the 1-RDM and 1-HRDM are positive semidefinite ma-
trices, the maximum value that this diagonal element can
take is 1. Since it is easy to show that the 1-RDM and
1-HRDM commute and can be simultaneously diagonalized,
formula ~46! expresses the well-known necessary and suffi-
cient ensemble N-representability condition for the 1-RDM
@5#.
By taking the trace of relation ~46!, one obtains what can
be considered the 0-FR
tr 1D¯ 1tr 1D5~2K2N !1N52K . ~47!
The commutation relation for pairs of fermion operators in
normal form is
@blbk ,bi
†bj
†#25d l jdki2d lidk j2d l jbi
†bk2d ikbj
†bl1d libj
†bk
1dk jbi
†bl , ~48!
and with
ul&5ui j&, ~ i, j !, ug&5ukl&, ~k,l !, ~49!
@blbk ,bi
†bj
†#25@
2Bg , 2Bl
† #25dlg2(
tv
2K
^lubt
†bvug&bt
†bv .
~50!
The four terms of the right-hand side of Eq. ~48!, involving a
single Kronecker delta have been gathered in the last term of
Eq. ~50! by applying the arguments described in Appendix A
and by introducing the auxiliary indices t and v , which ob-
viously do not contribute except when they are respectively
(l , j), or (i ,k), or (l ,i), or ( j ,k).
Let us now take the expectation value of this commutator:
^Lu@2Bg , 2Bl† #2uL&5dlg2(
tv
2K
^lubt
†bvug&^Lubt†bvuL& .
~51!
That is,
2D¯ l;g2 2Dl;g5dlg2tr~1Dlg 1D!. ~52!
This is the 2-FR which coincides with the well known Q
N-representability condition @10#.03250We have obtained the 3-FR, 4-FR and 5-FR cases, and it
can be inferred that the general expression for the N-FR is
@47,48#.
ND¯ LV2~21!N NDLV5dLV2tr~ 1DLV 1D!
1tr~2DLV 2D!2tr~3DLV 3D!1
1~21!(N21) tr~ (N21)DLV (N21)D!.
~53!
That is,
ND¯ LV2~21 !N NDLV5 (
q50
N21
~21 !q tr~qDLV qD! . ~54!
Clearly, this equation is the development of Eq. ~45! which
describes the normalization and antisymmetry of the
N-electron wave function.
A similar set of relations may be written by interchanging
the roles of particles and holes. This equivalence is exploited
to obtain the constructing algorithm for the 3- and 4-RDM’s
@30#.
It should be emphasized that these, like other
N-representability conditions so far mentioned, do not in-
volve a single RDM, but a relation among elements of
RDM’s of several orders. That is, expression ~54! adds to the
generally known properties the information on how ND and
ND¯ are uniquely related to the expansion of the lower-order
RDM’s, since Eq. ~54! may be rewritten as
ND¯ 2~21 !N ND5 (
q50
N21
~21 !q Gq
N qD ~55!
where Gq
N represents an expansion mapping @11,12#. Here Gq
N
maps the matrix qD into another matrix represented in the
N-electron space, whose $LV% element is tr(qDLV qD),
which is not an RDM nor a density matrix @its trace is equal
to (qN)(N2q2K2q)#.
VI. CONTRACTION OF THE N-FR
In Sec. V we saw that the N-FR @Eq. ~54! or ~55!# ex-
presses in matrix form all the properties of the N-electron
wave functions. Moreover, Eq. ~54! is a relation among
RDM’s of all orders. Therefore, by applying contracting
mapping ~CM! @42,43,47,48# ~see Appendix B 1! to any or-
der p to both sides of Eq. ~54!, one should obtain, by con-
struction, an N-representable relation. That is, the resulting
relation has, as a whole, a preimage relation in the antisym-
metric N-electron space. Consequently, the matrices, repre-
senting density operators and interlinked through the result
of this contraction, should be N representable.
This rather long section describes the main algebraic steps
involved in the contraction of the N-FR @Eq. ~54!#. We con-
sider that this demonstration, in itself, constitutes a good
example of the rich RDM methodology, nevertheless, since
its reading may be rather involved, the nonspecialist may7-7
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ment on the result.
Let us proceed now to contract the N-FR by applying the
CM ~see Appendix B!
(
LV
pDab
LVND¯ LV2~21 !N NDLV
5(
LV
pDab
LV5
dLV2tr~
1DLV 1D!
1tr~2DLV 2D!
2tr~3DLV 3D!1 . . .
1~21 !(N21) tr~ (N21)DLV N21D!
~56!
5(
LV
pDab
LV (
q50
N21
~21 !q tr~qDLV qD!,
where a and b are p-electron states of the Slater determinant
type.
The left-hand side of this equation is the direct application
of the CM, and gives
S 2K2~N1p !N2p D pD¯ ab2~21 !N pDab . ~57!
In what follows we will evaluate the right-hand side of Eq.
~56!.
Evaluation of the right-hand side terms of relation 56
The algebra tools developed in the Appendixes allow us
to solve the problem, although, as has been mentioned, the
development is a rather long one. In what follows, we will
represent the right-hand side of Eq. ~56! by Z. Let us start by
rewriting
Z5(
LV
pDab
LV (
q50
N21
~21 !q tr~qDLV qD!
5(
LV
(
q50
N21
~21 !q (
h ,n
S 2Kq D
^LupBa
† pBbuV&
3^VuqBh
† qBnuL&qDnh , ~58!
where we have taken into account that tr(qDLV qD)
5tr(qDVL qD). After summing over V we will decompose
the right-hand side of this equation into
Z5(
L
(
q50
p
~21 !q (
h ,n
S 2Kq D
^LupBa
† pBb qBh
† qBnuL&qDnh
1(
L
(
q5p11
N21
~21 !q (
h ,n
S 2Kq D
^LupBa
† pBbqBh
† qBnuL&qDnh .
~59!
Here we will only report in detail how to evaluate the part
q.p ~hereafter denoted by X! since for p.q all the steps03250are very similar. Let us therefore replace pBb qBh
† by its
normal form according to expression ~B11!, we have
X5(
L
(
q5p11
N21
~21 !q (
h ,n
S 2K2 D
(
k50
p
~21 !(q2p)p1k
3 (
g51
S 2Kq2p1k D
(
m51
S 2Kk D
Dgm
hb^LupBa
† (q2p1k)Bg
† kBm qBnuL&qDnh .
~60!
We now apply the same arguments as in relations ~B14!
and ~B16! of the Appendix B:
X5 (
q5p11
N21
(
h ,n
S 2Kq D
(
k50
p
(
g51
S 2Kq2p1k D
(
m51
S 2Kk D
~21 !q~21 !(q2p)p1k,
3Dgm
hb qDnh^mnuag&S 2K2q2kN2q2k D
5 (
q5p11
N21
(
h ,n
S 2Kq D
(
k50
p
~21 !(q2p)p1k
3 (
g51
S 2Kq2p1k D
(
m51
S 2Kk D ,
~21 !q ~21 !qk
3~21 !(q2p1k)p qDnh Dgm
hb^nukBm (q2p1k)Bg
† ua&
3S 2K2q2kN2q2k D . ~61!
Let us focus our attention, for the time being, on the part
which must now be transformed:
(
g51
S 2Kq2p1k D
(
m51
S 2Kk D
Dgm
hb^nukBm (q2p1k)Bg
† ua&. ~62!
By again applying formula ~B11! ~it is the only possibility
consistent with our assumption q.p) in order to transform
kBm
(q2p1k)Bg
† into its normal form, one has
(
g51
S 2kq2p1k D
(
m51
S 2Kk D
(
r50
k
(
t51
S 2Kq2p1r D
(
v51
S 2Kr D
3~21 !(q2p)k1r Dgm
hb^nu(q2p1r)Bt
† rBvua&Dtv
gm
. ~63!
Now let us write ug&[utx&s1 and um&[uvx&s2 where s1
and s2 are the corresponding signs. We will now replace
these forms of ug& and um& into Eq. ~60! and summing up
over the new index x ~instead than over g and m), one has:7-8
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x51
S 2Kk2r D
(
r50
k
(
t51
S 2Kq2p1r D
(
v51
S 2Kr D
~21 !(q2p)k1r^nu(q2p1r)Bt
† rBvua&
3^hu(q2p1r)Bt
† (k2r)Bx
† (k2r)BxrBvub&
5(
r50
k
(
t51
S 2Kq2p1r D
(
v51
S 2Kr D
~21 !(p2q)k1r S p2rk2r D
3^nu(q2p1r)Bt
† rBvua&^hu(q2p1r)Bt
† rBvub&. ~64!
Now we may apply the arguments leading to relation
~B19! and find
(
r50
k
~21 !(q2p)k1r S p2rk2r D tr~ (p2r)Dnh (p2r)Dab!. ~65!
This partial result now inserts Eq. ~62! into Eq. ~61!, giv-
ing
X5 (
q5p11
N21
~21 !q (
h ,n
S 2Kq D
(
k50
p
~21 !(q2p)p1k (
r50
k S p2rk2r D
3~21 !(q2p)k1r ~21 !qk
3~21 !(q2p1k)p qDnh tr~ (p2r)Dnh (p2r)Dab!
3S 2K2q2kN2q2k D . ~66!
When summing now over h and n , one has the final result
for the case q.p in Eq. ~61!:
X5 (
q5p11
N21
(
k50
p
(
r50
k
~21 !(q1k1r)S p2rk2r D tr~ (p2r)D (p2r)Dab!
3S N2p1rN2q D S 2K2q2kN2q2k D . ~67!
The result following from the part of expression ~59! with
p,q ~called Y ) gives
Y5 (
q850
p
(
k850
q8
(
r850
k
~21 !(q1k81r8) S q82r8k82r8 D
3S 2K2p2k8N2p2k8 D tr~ (q82r8)D ~q82r8)Dab!S N2q81r8N2q8 D .
~68!
Now the contributions from q.p and from q,p must be
summed up:03250Z5 (
q850
p
(
k850
q8
(
r850
k8
~21 !(q81k81r8) S q82r8k82r8 D
3S 2K2p2k8N2p2k8 D tr~ (q82r8)D (q82r8)Dab!S N2q81r8N2q8 D
1 (
q5p11
N21
(
k50
p
(
r50
k
~21 !(q1k1r) S p2rk2r D
3S 2K2q2kN2q2k D tr~ (p2r)D (p2r)Dab!S N2p1rN2q D . ~69!
In order to unite the sum over the q , k , and r indices with
that on the q8, k8, and r8 ones, we start by defining the
variables t5p2r and t85q82r8, and replace the sums over
r and r8 by the corresponding new indices
Z5 (
q850
p
(
k850
q8
(
t85q82k8
q8
~21 !(k81t8)S t8k82q81t8 D
3S 2K2p2k8N2p2k8 D tr~ t8D t8Dab!S N2t8N2q8 D
1 (
q5p11
N21
(
k50
p
(
t5p2k
p
3~21 !(q1k1p2t)S tk2p1t D tr~ tD tDab!S N2tN2q D
3S 2K2q2kN2q2k D . ~70!
By handling the limits of the sums one may write
Z5 (
q850
p
(
t850
q8
~21 ! t8 tr~ t8D t8Dab!S N2t8N2q8 D
3 (
k85q82t8
q8
~21 !k8S t8k82q81t8 D S 2K2p2k8N2p2k8 D
1 (
q5p11
N21
(
t50
p
~21 !(q1p2t)tr~ tD tDab!
3S N2tN2q D (k5p2t
p S tk2p1t D ~21 !kS 2K2q2kN2q2k D .
~71!
The sums over k and k8 can be performed by applying, in
a systematic way, the relation
S AB D2S A21B21 D5S A21B D , ~72!
or, in a more general way,
(
m50
n
~21 !mS nm D S A2mB2m D5S A2nB D . ~73!
7-9
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Z5 (
q850
p
(
t850
q8
~21 ! t8 tr~ t8D t8Dab!~21 !q82t8 S N2t8N2q8 D
3S 2K2p2q8N2p2q81t8 D1 (q5p11
N21
(
t50
p
~21 !(q1p2t) tr~ tDtDab!
3~21 !p2t S N2tN2q D S 2K2q2pN2q2p1t D , ~74!
that is,
Z5 (
q850
p
(
t850
q8
~21 !q8 tr~ t8D t8Dab!S N2t8N2q8 D
3S 2K2p2q8N2p2q81t8 D1 (q5p11
N21
(
t50
p
~21 !q tr~ tD tDab!
3S N2tN2q D S 2K2q2pN2q2p1t D . ~75!
Now the two series may be added up, and we have:
Z5(
t50
p
tr~ tD tDab! (
q5t
N21
~21 !q S N2tN2q D S 2K2p2qN2p2q1t D .
~76!
In order to perform the second sum, let us shift the index
q by t and in Eq. ~76! separate the term t5p .
Z5 (
t50
p21
~21 ! t tr~ tD tDab! (
s50
N2t21
~21 !s S N2ts D
3S 2K2p2t2sN2p2s D1~21 !p tr~ pD pDab!
3 (
s50
N2p21
~21 !s S N2ps D S 2K22p2sN2p2s D . ~77!
Since binomial coefficients with negative lower index
vanish, the only contributions that need to be considered
arise from s<N2p . Therefore, it is possible to modify the
upper limits of the sums in order to write in a very compact
form:
Z5 (
t50
p21
~21 ! t tr~ tDtDab!
3 (
s50
N2t
~21 !s S N2ts D S 2K2p2t2sN2p2s D
1~21 !p tr~ pDpDab!S (
s50
N2p
~21 !sS N2ps D S 2K22p2sN2p2s D
1~21 !(N2p)D , ~78!032507Z5 (
t50
p21
~21 ! t tr~ tD tDab!S 2K2p2NN2p D
1~21 !p pDabS 2K2p2NN2p D2~21 !N pDab . ~79!
Gathering now all the partial results just obtained, one has
the final expression for Eq. ~56!
S 2K2N2pN2p D pD¯ ab2~21 !N pDab
5 (
t50
p21
~21 ! t tr~ tD tDab!S 2K2p2NN2p D
1~21 !p pDabS 2K2p2NN2p D2~21 !N pDab . ~80!
That is
pD¯ ab2~21 !p pDab5 (
t50
p21
~21 ! t tr~ tD tDab!. ~81!
Relation ~81! is the final result of the contraction of the N-FR
and coincides with the p-FR which was obtained by taking
the expectation value of the commutator @ pB, pB†#6 . The
contraction has been carried out from the N-FR to the p-FR.
It could also have been done from any arbitrary p to any
arbitrary q,p .
The same result may be obtained in the Grassmann alge-
bra formalism. The p-FR @36#:
pD¯ 2~21 !p pD5 (
m50
p21
~21 !m S pm D ~Ip2m‘mD!~0D[1 !
~82!
contracts into the (p21)-FR by means of the general rela-
tion:
Ir‘sD→s N2s11
~r1s !2
~Ir‘s21D!
1r
2K2r22s11
~r1s !2
~Ir21‘sD!. ~83!
From there, by recurrence, any q-FR (q,p) may be reached.
In that way, the usefulness of the algebra of transition
RDM’s, and that of those non-square ‘‘density matrices,’’
referring their rows and columns to different numbers of par-
ticles, would not have been made explicit.
As a conclusion of that contraction, the p-FR has as a
pre-image the N-FR which expresses the antisymmetry and
normalization properties of the N-electron wave function. It
was to be expected that the contraction of the N-FR would
produce a condition compatible with the p-FR, but it is very
interesting to note that the result of all these operations does
not impose any new and more exacting condition.-10
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that p-FR may be obtained by contraction not only from the
N-FR but also from any m-FR with m.p . Moreover, when
one is interested in a p-RDM it is important to realize that
the set of q-FR’s relates the RDM’s and HRDM’s of all
orders q<p in a unique way. As will be seen in Sec. VII,
this result is essential for establishing a testing procedure for
the N-representability of the matrix obtained in the it-CSE.
VII. A RELIABLE RDM N-REPRESENTABILITY
TESTING PROCEDURE WITHIN THE CSE
FRAMEWORK
The aim of this final section is to present a general out-
look of the problem leading to our proposal of a succinct and
reliable testing procedure for deciding upon the
N-representability of a matrix, represented in the two-
electron space, and obtained through the it-CSE.
The main characteristic of RDM’s is the fact that there are
tight interrelations among the elements of RDM’s of differ-
ent orders. The interrelations appear in families of equations
such as the CSE’s ~Sec. III!, the G-matrix inequalities ~Sec.
IV B!, and the spin eigenvalue equations @33#. Moreover, the
contracting mapping expressions, for holes as well as for
particles, combined with the wave function antisymmetry
property, generates another family of relations ~Sec. VI!, the
p-FR, which must also be consistent with those other hier-
achical families.
As mentioned in Sec. III, the construction of rather accu-
rate high-order RDM’s from the knowledge of the 1- and
2-RDM’s ~when the states have a single dominant configu-
ration! has been already achieved, and we expect that the
results will still be improved in the future. Therefore, we are
confident that the hierarchy relations among RDM’s of dif-
ferent orders can be decoupled and that the it-CSE will pro-
vide reliable solutions. However, as has been mentioned, we
should make sure that the 2-RDM obtained at convergence
of the it-CSE is N representable or, at least, closely so. Pre-
vious sections have analyzed the 2-RDM’s properties which
derive from the density character of its two-body operator,
and from the fact that the N-electron state L is normalized
and antisymmetric. This double analysis has provided a set
of inequalities, some of them already very well known,
which determine a set of conditions which may be classified
into two categories: the conditions that the individual
2-RDM elements must satisfy and the conditions that the set
of second- first-, and zero-order matrices should fulfill.
The first kind of condition must be taken into account
when constructing 3- and 4-RDM’s, and in fact may prove to
be highly useful for this purpose. The second kind of condi-
tion which we call global, impose the positivity of the
2-RDM, 2-HRDM, 2-G , 1-RDM and 1-HRDM. Moreover,
this condition imposes that these matrices are uniquely inter-
related through the 2-FR 1-FR and the CM and their traces
must exactly coincide with the corresponding correct values
which are a function of the number of electrons N and of the
size of the spin-orbital basis 2K . The testing procedure that
we therefore propose can also be decomposed into two parts
~1! The 2-RDM off-diagonal elements and the diagonal032507elements of the 3 and 4-RDM diagonal elements entering the
CSE at the final iteration should satisfy the set of inequalities
reported in Sec. IV ~31, 35, and 37, and related fourth order
conditions!. If that were not the case, one ~or, if necessary,
more than one! additional iterations should be performed. In
these iterations, either the higher-order matrices or the
2-RDM off-diagonal elements should be forced to comply
with these N-representability necessary conditions. This can
be achieved by ascribing to the matrix elements the limiting
value imposed by the inequalities. This control, which may
be particularly useful in the case of those elements involving
indices corresponding to frontier orbitals, should at least be
applied in the last iteration.
~2! The following tests should also be applied when per-
forming the final CSE iterations ~a! The matrices:
2D, 1D, 2D¯ , and 1D¯ must be positive and uniquely related
through the CM and the 2-FR and 1-FR. ~b! The traces must
be very accurate. ~c! The 2G matrix must be positive. ~d!
The pseudoidempotency inequality should be satisfied. We
are aware that there are several important third and fourth-
order relations which have been omitted from the testing
procedure just proposed. Nevertheless, the conditions just
stated are rather exacting and would not be easily met by a
non N-representable matrix.
Note that with this testing procedure, the two essential
components of the 2-RDM @Eq. ~22!#, the 1-RDM, and the
two-body correlation matrix, or, equivalently, the 2G matrix,
are controlled.
In view of the good results obtained in the numerical cal-
culations of the high-order matrices, @31–35#, and provided
that each one of the controls is applied in the form of a
constraint when constructing the critical elements of the high
order matrices, as well as in the final test of the resulting
matrices, one may safely accept the iterative solution of the
2-CSE.
Finally, let us add that this RDM theoretical investigation
has led to several new and relevant relations, reported in
Secs. IV and V as well as in the Appendixes.
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APPENDIX A: PRACTICAL USE OF A SET
OF RDM ELEMENTS
It is well known that when both the bra and ket of Eq. ~1!
@or Eq. ~2!# are Slater determinants, the value of the corre-
sponding element can only take the value 1, 0, or 21. Since
the value of one of such element can be expressed as a par-
tially antisymmetrized sum of products of Kronecker deltas,
it follows that any such antisymmetrized sum may be ex-
pressed in close form as an element of this set of RDM’s.-11
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it pertinent to give an explicit example of its application.
Thus, supposing that we have the expression
$d ivd jkd tl1d itd j ldvk2d ivd j ldkt2d itd jkdvl%, ~A1!
whose value can only be 1, 0, or 21 with v,t ,k,l; then
defining ^gu[^tvu and ukl&[ul& one may exactly rewrite
the same expression ~A1! as
^gubi
†bjul&[1Di j
gl
. ~A2!
In this way, a combination of products of Kronecker del-
tas is formulated as a transition reduced density natrix where
the so-called ‘‘states’’ are Slater determinants g and l , and
row and column indices label spin orbitals. Then, the rules of
algebra may be used to handle these quantities.
APPENDIX B: ALGEBRA OF THE GLOBAL
OPERATORS B
The use of global operators allows a very compact de-
scription of the properties concerning a group of several
electron operators. Here we report a series of algebra rules
which relate the global operators; they are, in our opinion, of
general interest. One of them, the RDM-contracting map-
ping, has been repeatedly defined and used in the past but its
expression in our notation is given here in order to keep the
paper self-contained. Other relations given here may be
known to some RDM specialists; however, to our knowl-
edge, they have not been published or used in a similar form.
1. Matrix contracting mappings
~1! Contracting Mapping for RDM’s. Formal properties of
the contracting mapping for RDM’s was given by Kummer
@11#. Later on, one of us ~C.V.! reported the general form of
its matrix representation @42,43,47,48#. Here we will repro-
duce this latter deduction in terms of the global operators. By
inserting a unit operator between the two operators of an
RDM element, one has
mDlg
L 5^LumBl† mBguL&5(
t
^LumBl† tBt† tBtmBguL&
S N2mt D
.
~B1!
Now using a procedure similar to that described in Appendix
A, one may write:
mDlg
L [(
LV
^LumBl
† mBguV&
S N2mt D
^Lu(m1t)BL† (m1t)BVuL&.
~B2!
That is,
mDlg
L [(
LV
mDlg
LV
S N2mt D
(m1t)DLV
L
. ~B3!
Calling p5m1t , one obtains the general formula of the con-
tracting mapping for the case N>p>m:032507mDL[
S NM D
S pm D S Np D
(
LV
m
DLV pDLV
L
. ~B4!
This formula is equivalent to the integration of a p-RDM
corresponding to an N-electron state over p2m electron
variables.
Contracting mapping for HRDM’s. We will now deduce
the formula of the CM for directly obtaining ~without an
intermediate step as above! a p-HRDM from the N-HRDM.
Let us insert the (N-p)-hole unit operator between the B and
B† in the p-HRDM. Thus
pD¯ ab
L 5^LupBb pBa† uL&
5
1
S 2K2~N1p !N2p D
(
t
^LupBb (N2p)Bt (N2p)Bt† pBa† uL&.
~B5!
Now, following the procedure previously described this ele-
ment may be rewritten as
pD¯ ab
L [
1
S 2K2~N1p !N2p D
(
LV
p
Dab
LV^LuNBV NBL† uL&,
~B6!
pD¯ L[
1
S 2K2~N1p !N2p D
(
LV
pDLV ND¯ LV
L
. ~B7!
This relation establishes that the CM for HRDM’s has the
same form as RDM’s except for the value of the coefficient.
2. Normal form of global operators
In order to obtain the normal form of a string of these
operators, the most convenient approach is to generalize the
procedures used when deriving relation ~A2! from relation
~A1!.
Thus, the two main ideas at the basis of our development
are as follows:
Expressing every partially antisymmetrized sum of prod-
ucts of Kronecker deltas as a matrix element.
Introducing sums over one or several auxiliary states, i.e.,
t and v in relation ~A2!, since the only terms contributing to
these sums are the relevant ones.
The string of operators br
†bs
pBl
† is a simple example, so
as to show in detail the operations involved for transforming
it into its normal form. Recalling that ul&5ul1l2 . . . lp&
with l1,l2,{{{,lp , one has
br
†bs
pBl
†5dsl1br
†bl2
†
. . . blp
† 2dsl2br
†bl1
† bl3
†
. . . blp
†
6dslpbr
†bl1
†
. . . blp21
† 1pBl
†br
†bs . ~B8!
Following the previous arguments, all these terms may be
collected as-12
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†bs pBl
†5pBl
†br
†bs1 (
p
S 2Kp D
^pubr
†bsul&pBp
†
5pBl
†br
†bs1 (
p
S 2Kp D
1Drs
pl pBp
† ~B9!
where, in spite of the (p , only the terms in which p21
orbitals coincide with those of l will contribute a nonzero
value. In a similar way as in relation ~B9!, one obtains
pBvbr
†bs5br
†bs
pBv1 (
p
S 2Kp D
1Drs
vp pBp . ~B10!
By applying the same kind of arguments, the two follow-
ing compact and general formulas have been obtained:
qBmpBl
†5 (
k50
q
~21 !(p2q)q1k
3 (
g51
S 2Kp2q1k D
(
h51
S 2Kk D
Dgh
lm (p2q1k)Bg
† kBh
~p.q ! ~B11!
qBmpBl
†5 (
k50
p
~21 !(q2p)p1k
3 (
g51
S 2Kk D
(
h51
S 2Kq2p1k D
Dgh
lm kBg
† (q2p1k)Bh
~p,q ! ~B12!
Note, that when p5q both relations coincide.
a. External traces
There is another important way in which the relations just
seen, combined with the external traces of a string of global
operators in their normal form, are used in Sec. VI. Consider
(
L
^LupBa
† pBbuL&, ~B13!
where L is an N-electron Slater determinant. It vanishes,
unless a is equal to b .
The sum over L implies that the result of this term is
independent of a . Therefore, one may sum over a thus ob-
taining (pN), and divide by the number of times that we have
counted the original term, (p2K) @45,46#. Therefore,
(
L
pDab
LL5dab(
L
pDaa
LL5dab
S Np D
S 2kp D
(
L
^LuL&
~B14!0325075dab
S Np D
S 2Kp D
S 2KN D5dabS 2K2pN2p D .
Let us now suppose that we have to evaluate in a closed
form:
(
L
^Lu pBl
† qBt
† rBntBmuL&, ~B15!
where p1q5r1t . This can be expressed as
^nmult&(
L
^Lu(p1q)Bh
† (p1q)BhuL&
5S 2K2p2qN2p2q D ^nu tBmpBl† ut&, ~B16!
where h is an arbitrary Slater-type state of p1q electrons.
Now we may apply Eqs. ~B11! or ~B12! according to
whether t,p or t.p . It should be noted that, of all the terms
generated by these formulas, only those involving a global
annihilator of order u such that u<q and a global creator of
order g such that g<r contribute to the final value.
b. A useful property of traces
To conclude, we wish to describe another transformation
which is also useful. Let us suppose that we have
(
gp
^tuqBg
† rBpua&^nuqBg
† rBpub& . ~B17!
That is, the operators in both matrix elements are the same.
We will assume that although rÞq , n and t have the same
number of electrons t, and that a and b also have the same
number of electrons w. It follows that t2q5w2r . Expres-
sion ~B17! is the trace of a product of nonsquare matrices but
by rendering explicit the hidden subset of spin-orbitals which
is common to t and to a and that which is common to n and
to b one may transform this expression into the trace of a
product of two square matrices. Let us start by writing
^tuqBg
† rBpua&[^xguqBg
† rBpupx&st;xg sa;px ,
^nuqBg
† rBpub&[^yguqBg
† rBpupy.sn;yg sb;py ,
~B18!
where st;xg denotes the sign following from ordering t as xg
and similarly for the other symbols. Hence
(
gp
^tuqBg
† rBpua&^nuqBg
† rBpub&
[(
x ,y
^tu(t2q)Bx
† (t2q)Byun&^au(t2q)B x
† (t2q)Byub& ~B19!
[tr~ (t2q)Dtn (t2q)Dba!.
All these intermediate results, which establish the rules for
operating with global operators, render feasible the otherwise
rather complicated task of contracting the N-FR, which is
carried out in Sec. VI.-13
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